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Canal bridge collapses after hitting boat Grimbergen (6)
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Damage after a bridge came down upon a barge carrying sand at a shipping canal in Grimbergen, Belgium, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. It was not immediately known why the bridge came down when ship traffic was passing through. (AP Photo/Geert Vanden Wijngaert)
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Investigators assess damage after a bridge came down upon a barge carrying sand at a shipping canal in Grimbergen, Belgium, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. It was not immediately known why the bridge came down when ship traffic was passing through. (AP Photo/Geert Vanden Wijngaert)
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Investigators assess damage after a bridge came down upon a barge carrying sand at a shipping canal in Grimbergen, Belgium, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. It was not immediately known why the bridge came down when ship traffic was passing through. (AP Photo/Geert Vanden Wijngaert)
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Damage after a bridge came down upon a barge carrying sand at a shipping canal in Grimbergen, Belgium, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. It was not immediately known why the bridge came down when ship traffic was passing through. (AP Photo/Geert Vanden Wijngaert)
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Investigators assess damage after a bridge came down upon a barge carrying sand at a shipping canal in Grimbergen, Belgium, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. It was not immediately known why the bridge came down when ship traffic was passing through. (AP Photo/Geert Vanden Wijngaert)
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Investigators assess damage after a bridge came down upon a barge carrying sand at a shipping canal in Grimbergen, Belgium, Thursday, Jan. 17, 2019. It was not immediately known why the bridge came down when ship traffic was passing through. (AP Photo/Geert Vanden Wijngaert)
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